Abstract-We propose a new regularization technique, named Hybrid Spatio-Spectral Total Variation (HSSTV), for hyperspectral (HS) image denoising and compressed sensing. Regularization techniques based on total variation (TV) focus on local differences of an HS image to model its underlying smoothness and have been recognized as a popular approach to HS image restoration. However, existing TVs do not fully exploit underlying spectral correlation in their designs and/or require a high computational cost in optimization. Our HSSTV is designed to simultaneously evaluates two types of local differences: direct local spatial differences and local spatio-spectral differences in a unified manner with a balancing weight. This design resolves the said drawbacks of existing TVs. Then, we formulate HS image restoration as a constrained convex optimization problem involving HSSTV and develop an efficient algorithm based on the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) for solving it. In the experiments, we illustrate the advantages of HSSTV over several state-of-the-art methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
H YPERSPECTRAL (HS) images are required with many applications in a wide range of field, e.g., earth observation, agriculture, and medical and biological imaging [1] - [3] . An HS image has 1D spectral information including invisible light and narrow wavelength interval in addition to 2D spatial information and thus can visualize invisible intrinsic characteristics of scene objects and environmental lighting.
Observed HS images are often affected by noise because of the small amount of light in narrow wavelength and/or sensor failure. Also, in compressive HS imaging [4] , [5] , we have to estimate a full HS image from incomplete measurements. Thus, we need some methods for restoring clean HS images in HS applications.
Most HS image restoration methods are established based on optimization: a restored HS image is characterized as a Color versions of one or more of the figures in this paper are available online at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
Digital Object Identifier xx.xxxx/TGRS.2019.xxxxxxx solution to some optimization problem, which consists of regularization and data-fidelity terms. The regularization term plays a role to incorporate a-priori knowledge about underlying properties on HS images, and so the design is very important to get a reasonable result under ill-posed or ill-conditioned scenarios, which is typical in HS image restoration. Regularization techniques based on total variation (TV) have been recognized as a powerful approach to image restoration. Since natural images have piecewise-smooth structures, the total magnitude of local spatial differences tends to be small. Hyperspectral TV (HTV) [6] , its band-group-wise extension [8] , and collaborative TV (CTV) [7] are relatively simple TV regularization techniques for HS images. These TVs strongly promote spatial piecewise smoothness, but they do not or a little care about spectral correlation, which is a typical property of HS images. As a result, these TVs cause spatial oversmoothing, as will be detailed in Sec. III. Some TVs rely on semilocal [9] , [10] or nonlocal [11] , [12] similarity of HS images. Although they can remove noise while keeping sharp edges, the use of them often results in spectral distortion because of ignoring spectral correlation. 1 To overcome the drawback in the above TVs, there have been proposed many methods that explicitly take spectral correlation into account. Such methods can be roughly classified into two approaches: (i) combining the above TVs with low-rank modeling (LRM), and (ii) incorporating spectral correlation into the design of TV.
The methods proposed in [10] , [13] - [15] are categorized as the approach (i), which characterize spectral correlation via low-rankness. They can restore better HS images than the methods only using the above TVs. However, their computational cost is expensive because one has to compute iterative singular value decomposition in optimization involving LRM. Moreover, since TV and LRM are different types of regularization terms, tuning of hyperparameters is difficult in their models.
Arranged structure tensor TV (ASTV) [16] , spatio-spectral TV (SSTV) [17] , and anisotropic SSTV (ASSTV) [18] are categorized as (ii), which explicitly evaluate spectral correlation in addition to spatial piecewise smoothness. ASTV models spectral correlation as the low-rankness of semilocal gradient matrices. However, the use of ASTV requires singular value decomposition as with LRM, and so the computational TABLE I  THE FEATURE OF EXISTING REGULARIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR HS IMAGE.```````m   ethods   feature spatial smoothness spectral correlation gradient locality hyperparameter setting computational cost HTV [6] , CTV [7] and SRBFuse [8] × local easy STTV [9] × semilocal easy × LRWTV [10] semilocal easy NLSTTV [11] × nonlocal easy × NLVTV [12] × nonlocal easy × HTV + LRM [13] - [15] local difficult × LRWTV + LRM [10] semilocal difficult × ASTV [16] semilocal easy × SSTV [17] local easy ASSTV [18] local difficult ASSTV + LRM [18] local difficult × SSTV + LRM [19] - [23] local difficult × HSSTV local easy cost becomes high. On the other hand, in the design of SSTV and ASSTV, spatial correlation is interpreted as spectral piecewise smoothness and is evaluated by the 1 norm of local differences along a spectral direction, resulting in computationally efficient optimization. Specifically, to evaluate spatial and spectral piecewise smoothness simultaneously, SSTV focuses on local spatio-spectral differences. However, it ignores direct local spatial differences, and so restored HS images by SSTV tend to have artifacts, especially in highly noisy scenarios. Meanwhile, ASSTV directly handles both local spatial and spectral differences, but it often produces spectral oversmoothing because it strongly suppresses the 1 norm of direct spectral differences (SSTV and ASSTV are detailed in Sec. III). Some methods [18] - [23] combine SSTV/ASSTV with LRM, but their computational cost is expensive due to LRM. Table I summarizes the pros and cons of the methods reviewed in this section.
Based on the above discussion, we propose a new TV regularization technique for HS image restoration, named Hybrid Spatio-Spectral Total Variation (HSSTV). To effectively utilize a-priori knowledge on HS images, HSSTV is designed to evaluate two types of local differences: direct local spatial differences and local spatio-spectral differences in a unified manner with a balancing weight. This design resolves the drawbacks of the existing TV regularization techniques mentioned above. HSSTV consists of local difference operators and the 1 /mixed 1,2 norm, and thus optimization problems involving HSSTV can be efficiently solved by nonsmooth convex optimization methods like proximal splitting algorithms. Specifically, we develop an algorithm based on the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [24] - [27] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces notation and mathematical ingredients. Section III reviews existing work related to our method. In Section IV, we establish HSSTV, formulate HS image restoration as a nonsmooth convex optimization problem involving HSSTV, and develop an algorithm for solving the problem. Extensive experiments on denoising and compressed sensing (CS) reconstruction of HS images are given in Section V, where we illustrate the advantages of HSSTV over several state-of-theart methods. Section VI concludes the paper. The preliminary version of this work, without mathematical details, deeper discussion, new applications, and comprehensive experiments has appeared in conference proceedings [28] .
II. PRELIMINARIES A. Notation and Definitions
In this paper, let R be the set of real numbers. We shall use boldface lowercase and capital to represent vectors and matrices, respectively, and := to define something. We denote the transpose of a vector/matrix by (·) , and the Euclidean norm (the 2 norm) of a vector by · .
For notational convenience, we treat an HS image U ∈ R Nv×N h ×B as a vector u ∈ R N B (N := N v N h is the number of the pixels of each band, and B is the number of the bands) by stacking its columns on top of one another, i.e., the index of the component of the ith pixel in kth band is i + (k − 1)N (for i = 1, . . . , N and k = 1, . . . , B).
B. Proximal Tools
be the set of all proper lower semicontinuous convex functions on R L . The proximity operator [29] plays a central role in convex optimization based on proximal splitting. The proximity operator of f ∈ Γ 0 (R L ) with an index γ > 0 is defined by
We introduce the indicator function of a nonempty closed convex set C ⊂ R L , which is defined as follows:
Then, for any γ > 0, its proximity operator is given by
where P C (x) is the metric projection onto C. SSTV evaluates the 1 norm of spatio-spectral differences (yellow lines). ASSTV evaluates the 1 norm of direct spatial and spectral differences (blue lines). HSSTV evaluates the mixed 1,p norm of both direct spatial and spatiospectral differences (red lines).
C. Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)
ADMM [24] - [27] is a popular proximal splitting method, and it can solve convex optimization problems of the form:
where
, and G ∈ R L2×L1 . Here, we assume that f is quadratic, g is proximable, i.e., the proximity operator of g is computable in an efficient manner, and G is a full-column rank matrix. For arbitrarily chosen z (0) , d (0) and a step size γ > 0, ADMM iterates the following steps:
A convergence property of ADMM is given as follows.
Theorem 1 (Convergence of ADMM [26] ). Consider Prob.
(1), and assume that G G is invertible and that a saddle point of its unaugmented Lagrangian
2 Then the sequence (x n ) n>0 generated by (2) converges to an optimal solution to Prob. (1).
III. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we elaborate on existing local TVs for HS images, which are closely related to our TV.
Yuan et al. proposed HTV [6] for HS image denoising. HTV can be seen as a generalization of the standard color TV [30] , and its formulation is given as follows:
where d v,ij and d h,ij are vertical and horizontal differences for ith pixel of jth band in an HS image, respectively. From this definition, one can see that HTV evaluates spatial piecewise smoothness but does not consider spectral correlation, resulting in spatial oversmoothing. This will be empirically shown in Sec. V Addesso et al. proposed to use CTV [31] for HS image inpainting [7] . CTV is defined by
It evaluates spatial piecewise smoothness by using p,q,r norm. In addition, the method can also use the Schatten-p norm as
CTV can be seen as a generalization of HTV, which is equivalent to HTV when p = 2, q = 2 and r = 1. In [7] , the authors experimentally show that CTV with 2,2,1 norm achieves the best performance, which means that the limitation of CTV in HS image restoration is the same as HTV. He et al. proposed ASSTV [18] for HS image denoising. ASSTV simultaneously evaluates direct spatial and spectral differences, which is defined by Aggarwal and Majumder proposed SSTV [17] for HS image denoising, which is defined as follows:
where d vb,i and d hb,i are vertical-spectral and horizontalspectral differences for ith pixel of the HS image, respectively. SSTV considers spectral piecewise smoothness of HS images together with spatial piecewise smoothness. Specifically, in (3), local spectral differences of an HS image are calculated before the calculation of local spatial differences (Fig. 1 , yellow lines). SSTV is an effective and computationally efficient regularization technique for HS image restoration, and outperforms several popular regularization methods that are not limited to TVs [6] , [32] - [34] . However, SSTV does not evaluate direct spatial differences, and so it often causes undesirable artifacts, as will be demonstrated in Sec. V.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Hybrid Spatio Spectral Total Variation
Now, we propose a new regularization technique for HS image restoration, named HSSTV. Our TV simultaneously handles both direct local spatial differences and local spatiospectral differences of an HS image. Here, D v , D h , and D b are vertical, horizontal, and spectral difference operators, respectively, and we denote a local spatial difference operator
Then, HSSTV is defined by
where · 1,p is the mixed 1,p norm, and ω ≥ 0. We assume p = 1 or 2, i.e., the 1 norm ( · 1,1 = · 1 ) or the mixed 1,2 norm, respectively. In (4), DD b u and Du correspond to local spatio-spectral and direct local spatial differences, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 (red lines) . The weight ω adjusts the relative importance of direct spatial piecewise smoothness to spatiospectral piecewise smoothness. HSSTV evaluates two kinds of smoothness by taking the p norm (p = 1 or 2) of these differences associated with each pixel and then summing up for all pixels, i.e., calculating the 1 norm. Thus, it can be defined via the mixed 1,p norm. When we set ω = 0 and p = 1, HSSTV recovers SSTV as (3), meaning that HSSTV can be seen as a generalization of SSTV.
Handling direct spatial differences in HSSTV is intended to suppress artifacts produced by only evaluating spatio-spectral differences as in SSTV, i.e., ωDu is supplemental to DD b u. In addition, suppressing the norm of Du too much would cause spatial oversmoothing, which is the limitation of HTV. Thus, the weight ω should be set to less than one, as will be demonstrated in Sec. V.
B. HS Image Restoration by HSSTV
We consider to restore a clean HS imageū ∈ R N B from an observation v ∈ R M (M ≤ N B) contaminated by an additive white Gaussian noise n ∈ R N B with the standard deviation σ. The observation model is given by the following form:
where Φ ∈ R M ×N B is a matrix representing a linear observation process, e.g., random sampling.
Based on the above model, we formulate HS image restoration using HSSTV as the following optimization problem:
where B v 2,ε is a v-centered 2 -norm ball with the radius ε > 0, and [µ min , µ max ] N B is a dynamic range of an HS image (µ min < µ max ). The first constraint measures data fidelity to the observation v. In many methods, data fidelity is included in an objective function, e.g., [6, (17) ] and [17, (4)]. On the other hand, as mentioned in [13] , [18] , [28] , [35] - [42] , such Algorithm 1: ADMM method for Prob. (6) input :
a constraint-type formulation facilitates the parameter setting because one can intuitively set ε via observed information. Since both constraints are closed convex sets, and HSSTV is a convex function, Prob. (6) is a constrained convex optimization problem.
Since HSSTV is not differentiable, and there are multiple hard constraints, we require a suitable iterative algorithm to solve it. In this paper, we adopt ADMM (see Sec. II-C). In what follows, we reformulate Prob. (6) into Prob. (1) to solve it by ADMM.
By using the indicator functions of the constraints, Prob. (6) can be rewritten as
Note that from the definition of the indicator function, Prob. (7) exactly equals to Prob. (6) . By letting
Prob. (7) is reduced to Prob. (1). The resulting algorithm based on ADMM is summarized in Alg. 1. The update of u in Alg. 1 derives from the following strictly-convex quadratic minimization:
One can obtain this quadratic minimization by substituting (8) and (10) for (2) . Here, we should consider the structure of Φ because it affects the matrix inversion step (Step 2) in Alg. 1. If Φ is a block-circulant-with-circulant-blocks (BCCB) matrix [43] , we can leverage 3DFFT to efficiently solve the inversion in Step 2 with the difference operators having periodic boundary, i.e., A ω A ω +Φ Φ+I can be diagonalized by the 3D FFT matrix and its inverse. If Φ is a semi-orthogonal matrix, i.e., ΦΦ = αI (α > 0), we leave it to the update of z 2 , which means that we replace
• Φ in (9) and Φu by u in (10). This is because the proximity operator 
If Φ is a sparse matrix, we offer to use a preconditioned conjugate gradient method [45] for approximately solving the inversion, or to apply primal-dual splitting methods [46] - [48] instead of ADMM. 3 Otherwise, randomized image restoration methods using stochastic proximal splitting algorithms [49] - [52] might be useful for reducing the computational cost.
For the update of z 1 , the proximity operators are reduced to simple soft-thresholding type operations: for γ > 0 and for i = 1, . . . , 4N B, (i) in the case of p = 1,
where sgn is the sign function, and (ii) in the case of p = 2,
The update of z 2 and z 3 require the proximity operators of the indicator functions of B 
V. EXPERIMENTS
We demonstrate the advantages of HSSTV by applying it to two specific HS image restoration problems: denoising and CS reconstruction. In these experiments, we use 13 HS images taken from the SpecTIR [53] , MultiSpec [54] and GIC [55] , where their dynamic range were normalized into [0, 1].
HSSTV is compared with HTV [6] , SSTV [17] and AS-STV [18] . For a fair comparison, we replaced HSSTV in Prob. (6) with HTV, SSTV or ASSTV, and solved the problem by ADMM. In the denoising experiment, we also compare HSSTV with BM4D [56] , which is known to be a state-of-theart denoising method for 3D signals. Note that BM4D and a recent CNN-based HS image denoising method [57] cannot be represented as explicit regularization functions and are fully customized to denoising tasks. In contrast, our HSSTV can be used as a building block in various HS image restoration methods based on optimization. In addition, BM4D is a nonlocal method, and thus, it has several limitations mentioned in Sec. I. Meanwhile, CNN-based methods strongly depend on what training data are used, which means that they cannot adapt to a wide range of noise intensity. Thus, the design concepts of these methods are different from TVs, and the comparison of HSSTV and BM4D is just a reference. We also remark that we do not compare HSSTV with LRMbased techniques. This is because our focus is to evaluate the potential of local TV regularization techniques including HTV, SSTV, ASSTV, and our HSSTV. It should be noted that these TVs can be combined with LRM.
To quantitively evaluate restoration perfprmance, we use the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [dB] index and the structural similarity (SSIM) [58] index between a true HS imageū and a restored HS image u. PSNR is defined by 10 log 10 (N B/ u − u 2 ), and the higher the value is, the more similar the two images are. SSIM is an image quality assessment index based on the human vision system, which is defined as follows:
, where u i andū i are the ith pixel-centered local patches of a restored HS image and a true HS image, respectively, P is the number of patches, µ ui and µū i is the average values of the local patches of the restored and true HS images, respectively, σ ui and σū i represent the variances of u i and u i , respectively, and σ uiūi denotes the covariance between u i andū i . Moreover, C 1 and C 2 are two constants, which avoid the numerical instability when either µ
is very close to zero. SSIM gives a normalized score between zero and one, where the maximum value means that u equals toū.
We set the max iteration number, the stepsize γ and the stopping criterion of ADMM to 5000, 0.1 and u (n) − u (n+1) < 0.01, respectively.
A. Gaussian Noise Removal
First, we conducted on an experiment on Gaussian noise removal of HS images. We generated noisy HS images by adding Gaussian noise with σ to true HS images. In this case, Φ = I in (5), and the radius ε in Prob. (6) was set to √ N Bσ 2 . In the ASSTV case, we set the weights τ v = τ h = τ b = 1.
In Tab. II, we show PSNR and SSIM of the denoised HS images by each method for various σ and HS images. The balancing weight ω in HSSTV is set to 0.08 for the 1 -norm case and 0.06 for the 1,2 -norm case. For all HS images, σ and quality measures, HSSTV outperforms HTV, SSTV, and ASSTV. In addition, even though HSSTV does not utilize nonlocal information, the denoising ability is better than BM4D for most cases. We also found that SSTV does not work well when σ is large. On the other hand, HSSTV is effective for a wide range of noise intensity. This would be because HSSTV evaluates direct spatial piecewise smoothness. Fig. 2 shows the resulting images on Suwannee (σ = 0.1, top) and DC (σ = 0.2, bottom) with their PSNR (left) and SSIM (right). Here, we depict these HS images as RGB images (R = 8th, G = 16th and B = 32nd bands). One can see that the results by HTV and ASSTV lose spacial details, and noise remains in the results by SSTV. In the case of σ = 0.1, BM4D can restore a high quality HS image, but it produces spectral artifacts in the case of σ = 0.2. This means that BM4D cannot preserve spectral information when an observed image is heavily contaminated by noise. In contrast, HSSTV can restore HS images preserving both details and spectral information without artifacts. 
B. Real Noise Removal
We also examine HTV, SSTV, ASSTV, BM4D, and HSSTV on an HS image with real noise. We selected noisy 16 bands from Suwannee and use it as a real observed HS image v. Here, we experimentally selected σ = 0.04, and set the radius parameter ε and the weights in ASSTV like Sec. V-A. Fig 5 shows the results, where the HS images are depicted as RGB images (R = 2nd, G = 6th and B = 13rd bands). The results by HTV and ASSTV have spatial oversmoothing, and SSTV, ASSTV, and BM4D produce artifacts. In contrast, the result by HSSTV can restore a detail-preserved HS image without artifacts.
C. Compressed Sensing Reconstruction
We conducted on an experiment on compressed sensing (CS) reconstruction [59] , [60] . The CS theory says that highdimensional signal information can be reconstructed from incomplete random measurements by exploiting some sparsity. In general, HS imaging captures an HS image by scanning 1D spatial and spectral information, because it senses spectral one by dispersing the incident light. Therefore, shooting an HS image spends much time, and so capturing moving objects is very difficult in HS imaging. To overcome the drawback, oneshot HS imaging based on CS has been actively studied [4] , [5] .
In this experiment, we assume that Φ ∈ R M ×N B in (5) is a random sampling matrix with the sampling rate r (0 < r < 1 and M = rN B). Here, since Φ is a semi-orthogonal matrix, we can efficiently solve the problem as explained in Sec. IV-B. We set r = 0.2 or 0.4, σ = 0.1 and ε = √ rN Bσ 2 in (6). In the ASSTV case, we set the parameters (τ v , τ h , τ b ) = (1, 1, 0.5).
Tab. III shows PSNR and SSIM of the reconstructed HS images. For all r and HS images, both PSNR and SSIM of the results by HSSTV are higher than that by HTV, SSTV, and ASSTV. Fig. 6 is the reconstructed results on KSC and Reno with the random sampling ratio r = 0.4 and 0.2, respectively. Here, the HS images are depicted as RGB images (R = 8th, G = 16th and B = 32nd bands). One can see that (i) HTV causes spatial oversmoothing, (ii) SSTV produces artifacts and spectral distortion, where it appears as the difference from the color of the true HS images, and (iii) the results by ASSTV have spatial oversmoothing and spectral distortion. On the other hand, HSSTV reconstructs meaningful details without both artifacts and spectral distortion. Fig. 7 plots PSNR or SSIM of the results by HSSTV versus ω averaged over the 13 HS images for each r. The graphs show that ω ∈ [0.05, 0.1] is a good choice in most cases. In comparison with Fig. (3) , the suitable range of ω in CS reconstruction is almost the same as that in denoising. Fig. 8 plots bandwise PSNR or SSIM (left) and spatial and spectral responses (right) (Suwannee, r = 0.2). According to bandwise PSNR and SSIM, one can see that HSSTV achieves higher-quality reconstruction for all bands than HTV, SSTV and ASSTV. The graphs (c) and (d) plot the spatial and spectral responses of the same position in Sec. V-A.
The graph (c) shows that (i) the spatial response of the results by HTV and ASSTV are oversmoothing, (ii) SSTV produces undesirable variation, and (iii) the spatial response reconstructed by HSSTV is similar to the true one. In the graph (d), HTV generates undesirable variation, and ASSTV causes oversmoothing. Thanks to the evaluation of spatiospectral piecewise smoothness, SSTV reconstructs similar spectral response to the true one, but the mean values are larger than the true one. HSSTV achieves the most similar reconstruction of spectral response among all the TVs.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a new TV regularization technique for HS image restoration, named HSSTV. It evaluates both the direct spatial and spatio-spectral piecewise smoothness of an HS image, leading to an effective regularization for HS images. We also formulate HSSTV-regularized HS restoration as a constrained convex optimization problem and develop an efficient algorithm based on ADMM for solving the problem. Experimental results on Gaussian denoising, real noise removal, and CS reconstruction demonstrate the effectiveness and utility of HSSTV.
In this paper, we have focused on a single use of HSSTV. Finally, we would like to note that our HSSTV can be combined with other regularization techniques, for example, LRM and texture regularization [61] , [62] .
